
Grow your revenue with zero channel conflict.

Reliable
Our deeply interconnected  
carrier-grade, tier 1 network is  
fully redundant and geo-diverse  
to guarantee the highest quality  
communications services available  
in the market.

Trusted partner
Everyone on our team is dedicated  
to providing you and your customers 
the best possible service and support  
to ensure your success. We’re here to 
help you 24x7.

Robust
The breadth and scope of our  
communication services give  
enterprises endless and flexible  
capabilities to grow and meet  
evolving needs.

Our channel partner program is fully integrated with your sales approach to ensure you have the support you require and the result 
you desire. We provide end-to-end sales enablement including sales engineering, pre-sale project management, post-sale account 
management and turn-key service options backed by our nationwide network — all to drive your revenue growth.

Delivering personalized communications at scale.
Empower your customers with everything from true CPaaS for enterprise and wholesale to SIP trunks, voice for Teams  
or Webex Calling, SMS, MMS, and conversational API. We even provide two-factor authentication and E911. Through one  
connection, we bring enterprises and customers together anytime, anywhere on the planet.

115M+
numbers powered by the network

300B+ 
minutes of use on the network annually

99.999%
uptime and reliability

37%
more local number coverage than 
other providers

sinch.com

Expand your opportunities 
with simplicity and support.
The Sinch channel partner program delivers  
advanced voice capabilities for your customers.

CHANNEL PARTNER PROGRAM



Our network coverage  
is unparalleled.

Turbo-charge your growth with confidence

Team up with a single partner 
for all your communications.

Cloud communications

Feature-rich UCaaS with HD quality  
voice calling, messaging and fax

Voice services 

Directly connect to the largest tier 1  
network for voice termination and 
 toll-free service 

SIP trunking

Scalable local, long distance, and  
toll-free including E911, caller ID,  
CNAM and more

E911

Kari’s Law and Ray BAUM’S Act compliant 
over our own public safety grade platform

MessageMedia

Engaging, scalable SMS, personalized 
mobile landing pages, rich communication 
services, MMS and API integrations

Faxing

Integrate our API to send and receive 
HIPAA, SOC 2, PCI and GDPR compliant 
faxes at scale
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Connect to the largest and highest  
quality independent network
Don’t worry about your voice service — we’ll do that part. Focus on  
growing your customer engagement day-after-day. We’re here to  
support you as you grow.

with 94% Population Coverage

Focus on your customers with the most powerful network 
behind you. Our network is trusted by the nation’s largest 
service providers and carriers. Enterprises directly connect to 
our nationwide IP-based 100 gig backbone for superior quality 
and reach with multiple layers of redundancy and security to 
protect their communications.

We give you an unsurpassed level of support and tools alongside smart solutions, so you can hit the ground running, sell with 
success, and ensure your customers are satisfied again and again.

We’re the only resource you need for communication solutions. 
We have the largest footprint of local phone numbers in the 
U.S. and we’re still growing. Whether your customers need one 
number or a million, we have a vast inventory and powerful 
search engine to make it easy to find the best number.

Ready to take the next step?
Learn more about how to partner and deliver the best enterprise  
communications solutions at sinch.com


